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The Vulcain Engineering UK

Group consist of a number of

companies across a variety of

sectors.

All our companies are

committed to environmental

sustainability. We are also proud

to be able to help our clients

achieve their sustainability

targets, as we all aim for net

zero.

We work both in Renewable

Energy and Nuclear Energy. Our

work ensures that the UK has

the energy it needs while

protecting our collective future. 
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WHO WE ARE



Vulcain Engineering UK is

committed to ensuring this

competition progresses pupils

along their learning. 

This Support Pack is intended to

help teachers come up with

ideas of how to integrate this

competition into their lessons

and the wider curriculum. 

This document is not meant to

be prescriptive but to serve as a

starting point from which a wide

variety of project ideas can be

considered. Creativity is heavily

encouraged! Project proposals

should be mainly the work of

the pupils.
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INTRODUCTION



Schools and teachers should feel

free to organise activities to best suit

their school and their pupils. 

Submissions may come from year

groups, extra-curricular clubs, classes

or even individual pupils. 

Submissions can be as simple as a

narrated slideshow of posters or as

elaborate as desired.

However, it would be helpful if

schools organise their submissions

in a way that excludes duplicates and

showcases the best ideas of the

pupils. This would enable the judging

of the submissions to be done

efficiently.

If schools require additional support,

in terms of accessible materials or

any other considerations, they

should contact us and we will be

happy to support.
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PROJECT ORGANISATION



Mathematics: Measurement, Statistics 

Science: Working Scientifically, Everyday

Materials, Living things and their habitats 

Art and Design 

Design and Technology: Design 

Mathematics: Measurement, Statistics 

Science: Working Scientifically, Properties and

changes of materials, Electricity 

Art and Design 

Design and Technology: Design

Learning Opportunities  
KS1 

KS2 
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Pupils can design methods to reduce, reuse or

recycle common waste they identify around

them 

This waste can be physical items or even things

such as wasted energy 

Pupils can find a way to reuse for example,

plastic bottles in making bird feeders 

Pupils can design a compost system to use

school food waste 

Pupils can find ways to reuse waste to make

sculptures and artwork

Innovative Use of School Waste

 

PROJECT IDEAS
Example Project Proposal 1



English: Spoken Language, Writing-composition,

Reading-comprehension 

Science: Working Scientifically,  

Art and Design 

Design and Technology: Design 

English: Spoken Language, Writing-composition,

Reading-comprehension 

Science: Working Scientifically, Art and Design 

Design and Technology: Design 

Learning Opportunities  
KS1 

KS2 
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Pupils can design methods by which they can

inform their family, friends and general public

about a sustainability issue of their own

choosing 

Pupils can design campaigns that will use

posters, artwork etc. 

Pupils can write poems, essays or songs to help

them get their message across 

Pupils should indicate how they plan to use the

prize to increase the reach of their campaign

Public Awareness Campaign

 

PROJECT IDEAS
Example Project Proposal 2



Science: Working Scientifically, Plants, Animals,

Living things and their habitats 

Geography: Human and physical geography,

Geographical skills and fieldwork 

Science: Working Scientifically, Plants, Animals,

Living things and their habitats 

Geography: Human and physical geography,

Geographical skills and fieldwork

Learning Opportunities 
KS1 

KS2 
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Pupils can design methods by which they can

improve the wellbeing of local wildlife that they

identify around them 

Pupils can plan tree planting activities, visits to

local wildlife centres or any activity as long it is

beneficial to wildlife

Pupils can plan clean-ups, litter prevention, litter

awareness activities etc

Wildlife Support

 

PROJECT IDEAS
Example Project Proposal 3



Once the video is complete, it should be

uploaded to YouTube as an unlisted video.

If schools wish to use other methods to

share videos, they can as long as a link

can be shared via email.

One email should be sent per submission to

submissions@vulcain-eng.com

The email should contain

The name of the school

A link to the video

Ages and disabilities, if applicable, of

pupils involved 

Attached consent forms for pupils who

appear in the video

A confirmation of receipt email will be sent

once the submission is received. If no email

appears after 5 working days, please resubmit

while mentioning the previous submission

Emails should be sent before midnight on 27

May 2022
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The name of the school

The name of the project

The name of the group submitting (year group,

extra-curricular club, individuals)

A description of the proposed project

Reasons why the proposed project should be

done

An outline of how the project would be done

What activities will the pupils do?

Submissions should consist of a video of less than 5

minutes. Submissions are not limited in style or

format but should contain:

HOW TO SUBMIT
Submissions

Submitting the video



Once judging is complete, the winners will be

contacted via the email that was used for the

submission

If schools do not respond to this email in a

reasonable time, their prize may be awarded

to lower placing submissions

The prize email will contain

The name of the winning submission

The prize that was won

The next steps for the school to take to claim

the prize

Regardless of placing, a summary video of all the

entries will be shared with all schools
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Project proposals will be judged using the marking

rubric on the following page. Consideration will be

given to the ages and SEND of the pupils when

judging takes place.

The impact of the project will consider the entire

lifecycle i.e. projects that are  sustainable during

manufacture, use and disposal will be awarded the

highest marks.

General feedback will be given on the submissions.

Specific feedback can be made available upon

request.

In addition to the three prizes, there is a fourth

prize that will go to best video submission.

PRIZES

Judging

Prize Award

Best Video (Special Prize)- £250

1st Place (Grand Prize)- £1000

2nd Place- £500

3rd Place-£250

The prizes are:
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MARKING RUBRIC
Area

Score

Originality

and

Creativity  

Achievability

Impact

Project does not differ

from existing initiatives

in a meaningful way

and shows no creative

effort 

Project cannot be

completed even with

large modifications to

proposal 

Project has no effect or

negative effect on

environment 

Project is mostly similar

to existing initiatives

and displays little

creativity

Project can be

completed with

significant modification

to the proposal 

Project has little

positive impact on

environment 

Project is very different

from existing initiatives

and displays significant

creativity 

Project can be

completed with little

modification to

proposal 

Project has significant

positive impact on

environment 

Project is completely

original and displays

high level of creativity 

Project can be

completed as proposed

Project has major

positive impact on

environment

0-25 25-50 50-75 75-100
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Please send any questions to
louis.trotman@vulcain-eng.com




